4 September 20
Dear All

As most of you will now know, I am writing to all students on a weekly basis to keep
you informed of what is happening at the University.
I hope that you are looking forward to the start of term. It seems to be coming very
quickly now. The staff are already starting to return to the campus and to the
colleges and lots of work is going on to ensure all the appropriate safety
arrangements are put in place for when teaching starts.
There are several points of note for today:
All new students:
If you have received this email then you have successfully registered, so
congratulations and welcome to Hope! Please make sure that you have undertaken
all of the tasks listed on the information for new students website - it will make things
much easier when term starts. It is particularly important that your finance is sorted
out. If you have any concerns you should email the
student finance team financequeries@hope.ac.uk who will be able to help. Also if
you have not yet sent a picture for your ID card please do this as soon as possible.
We are requiring all students to wear ID cards on campus this year.
PGCE students:
Term starts very soon for you. Your timetables should be released by the time you
get this email. Please check that you know where you have to be and when. It is
especially important to note which classes are on campus and which will be held
online. The Education team will be in contact with you separately with more detailed
arrangements. If you are staying in halls your arrival date is 12 September. The
accommodation team should have sent you the information you need but if you
have queries you should contact them accommodation@hope.ac.uk
Returning students:
If you have already successfully progressed to your next level of
study your registration task will be released on 9 September. Please complete this
as soon as you can.
If you had an extension your results will be released on 17 September and you will
receive your registration task shortly after this release.
When you have registered you should be able to see your Moodles for the coming
year.
Timetables for Undergraduate students:
We should be in a position to release all UG timetables in the next 10 days. As per
the guidance we are allocating you all to academic 'bubbles' wherever possible so
the process is slightly slower than usual. They will be available as soon as possible.
When you receive your timetable please check really carefully to make sure you
know what is online and what is face to face. Every timetable will have a mixture of
both delivery formats.
Library Books:

If you have any outstanding library books from last year please will you return them
as soon as possible. Obviously we need to get the library up and running for the new
year and we need these books to be available to other students. The library will write
to you separately to explain how you can return them.
Coming to campus/college:
Over the next few weeks you will start to receive a lot of information about safety
procedures on your campus. These include one way systems, a requirement to wear
face masks in public areas, wearing your ID card, rearrangement of teaching rooms,
hand sanitiser stations etc. I won't list them all here but you do need to be aware of
them. More importantly to me is that you all look after yourselves and each other so
that everyone stays safe and well. This involves everyone being sensible and being
aware of the risks associated with CV-19 at all times,
I am attaching a booklet that is an introduction to the new academic year. Some of
you may have received it already but if not I hope it is a useful introduction.
Look after yourselves. I am looking forward to seeing you all soon.
Best wishes
Penny
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WELCOME
At the start of each academic year, I reflect on the year
gone by and consider what the next will bring. Nobody
could have foreseen the past 12 months, a year that has
changed all of our lives. I imagine you are also trying to
envisage what the future may bring. If I can, I would like
to give you some reassurance and confidence about the
new academic year.
The new term will undoubtedly be different to what happened at this time last
year, but change also brings new opportunities and being different brings a
freshness to what we have to offer. At Hope, we have embraced the chance to
reflect on our processes and create a model of living and learning that will enable
you to reach your full potential.
We have plans to ensure you have the best possible opportunity to fully immerse
yourself in university life, but we obviously need you to do this within the safety
arrangements that are part of all of our lives at present. At all times, your health
and safety, and that of University staff, remain the top priority.
I am looking forward to being able to welcome you to Hope in person at the start
of term. In the meantime, I hope the information included here is helpful. You will
receive more detailed information through our online communications.
Dr Penny Haughan
Pro Vice-Chancellor Student Life and Learning
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STAYING SAFE ON CAMPUS
Your safety and that of our staff is a prime concern of the University. It
is the responsibility of all of us to keep everybody as safe and healthy as
possible.
Obviously the Covid-19 situation is changing very rapidly, so we need to ensure
that you have the most up-to-date guidance. Before you arrive on campus you
will receive an online safety briefing. Once you have arrived on campus, you
will receive regular updates by email. The TV screens around campus will give
you live information about the Covid status at the University and in the wider
city. We are investing in some electronic solutions that will help us monitor the
situation on campus very closely.
The University has plans in place for events such as an outbreak of Coronavirus
on campus or a localised lockdown. Advice and guidance will be displayed across
all of our campuses. You will be emailed about any change to the University’s
Covid status or about any changes to the guidelines we expect you to follow.
There are, however, some very simple things we will expect you to do to help:
Wear your ID card at all times.
So that we know you are a member of the Hope community.
If you are a new student, you will receive your ID card on arrival. If you are a
returning student, you should make sure you have your card with you when
you return to Hope. We will provide you with a lanyard to hold your ID card.
Wash your hands or use hand sanitiser regularly throughout the day.
So that we minimise the opportunity for transmission of the virus
through surface contact.
We have installed hand sanitiser dispensers throughout all of our campuses.
Our bathrooms will be cleaned on a regular basis throughout the day.
Follow social distancing guidelines.
So that we minimise the risk of person-to-person transmission.
We have timetabled all of your on-campus classes in rooms where social
distancing arrangements have been put in place. We have added social
distancing markers to the floors in areas where you might need to queue.

Restrict social gatherings to students in your academic bubbles or
residential flats/household bubbles.
So that we minimise the risk of person-to-person transmission and so
we can track any contacts if one of you is to become unwell.
Wherever possible, we have arranged classes and residential life so that you
mix with a minimal number of students. These groups of students are your
bubbles. Please try to treat these bubbles as you would your household and
try to limit your social activities to within this group.
Use the one-way systems around campus.
So that we minimise the risk of person-to-person transmission.
When you get onto campus, you will see that we have created one-way
systems in all the main buildings. Please follow the directions and signage.
Wear a face covering if you are able to do so.
So that we minimise the risk of person-to-person transmission.
When you arrive, we will provide you with two washable face coverings.
Please use them and particularly whenever the University asks you to.
Study from home or your Hall of Residence, unless you have a scheduled
face-to-face session.
So that we minimise the number of students on campus at any one time.
We need to keep numbers of individuals in any building to the minimum, so
if you are not in a session please try to move outside or to your place of
residence as quickly as possible.
Clean any workspaces you use on campus before and after you use them.
So that we minimise the potential for contact transmission.
Please wipe any desks or computer keyboards that you use in public
areas and classrooms, both before and after you use them, to avoid cross
contamination (we will provide the cleaning materials).
Check your health every morning and let us know if you have a fever or
other Covid symptoms.
So that we can identify anyone who is unwell as quickly as possible.
If you have a fever or other covid symptoms, you should contact the Covid-19
team as quickly as possible and return to your hall/home. This will allow us to
make sure you are ok. We will then be able to limit and identify the number
of contacts, as well as minimise areas of the University that need to be deep
cleaned.
Please note this information may be subject to change, and we will keep you
up-to-date on the latest guidance through our University communications.
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CORONAVIRUS
The main symptoms of Coronavirus are:
• A high temperature – this means you feel hot to touch on your chest or back
(you do not need to measure your temperature).
• A new, continuous cough – this means coughing a lot for more than an hour,
or 3 or more coughing episodes in 24 hours (if you usually have a cough, it
may be worse than usual).
• A loss or change to your sense of smell or taste – this means you’ve noticed
you cannot smell or taste anything, or things smell or taste different to
normal.
What to do if you have symptoms of Coronavirus:
• If at any time you think that you or a friend/colleague may have Covid-19
you should inform the Covid-19 team by email at covid@hope.ac.uk
• You will be contacted by this service, which will make sure that you are ok
and ask for your details.
• You should stay at/return to your home or your room in Halls of Residence
(self-isolate) – you should not leave your hall/home or have visitors.
• We will ask anyone you live with and anyone in your academic bubble to
self-isolate.
• The Covid-19 team will explain how to get a test to check if you have
Coronavirus as soon as possible. Anyone you live with, and anyone in your
support bubble who shows symptoms should also get a test.
If at any time you have concerns about your health or that of a friend/colleague,
which does not relate to Covid-19, you should contact Student Development and
Wellbeing via sdw@hope.ac.uk
If you have other questions about the University’s approach to Covid-19, you
should visit the Liverpool Hope website:
www.hope.ac.uk/gateway/students/startingthenewacademicyear
These pages contain detail about the University’s approach to Health and Safety,
and also a contact address, where you can direct any questions that are not
answered in the FAQs.
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
Registration
You will need to register for your course for the coming year.
You will receive a letter that will explain how you do this. When you register,
please make sure that all your personal details are up to date.
If you are a new student your registration letter will arrive in August, as soon as
your place is confirmed. If you are a returning student, your registration letter will
arrive in mid-September.
Please register as soon as you receive this, so that we know to expect you. If
you have any issues with the registration task, you should contact the Gateway
Team by email - gateway@hope.ac.uk. Please put ‘Registration’ in the heading
of your email.

Induction
It is important that you are well prepared for your arrival at University. All
students will have an online campus briefing from the PVC Student Life and
Learning, to ensure you are clear about the way we will operate under Covid-19
restrictions.
If you are a new undergraduate student, we have created an ‘Induction Plus’
service, which will ease you back into study through the whole of September. You
should expect to spend some time refreshing yourself about academic matters
and learning about Hope support services.
You will also have the opportunity to drop in with your tutors. As we approach
the start of the new term, you will get an invitation to our online orientation day,
which will give you an update on what is happening on campus during Welcome
Week and beyond.
If you are a new PGCE or Postgraduate student, you will receive the details of
your induction from your subject tutors.
As things this year are going to be rather different to usual, we are also running
induction sessions for returning students in the week before your term starts.
You will have online sessions with tutors from your subject(s) to make sure
you understand how your learning will be structured. These will give you an
opportunity to ask questions if you have them.
8
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COMMUNICATION

STUDYING AT HOPE

It is really important that you know what is happening at the University. The
main way that we will contact you is through the University email system.

We want to offer the best possible academic experience for all of our
students. Be assured that you will have every opportunity to reach your full
potential. Academically, you will develop key skills such as critical thinking,
problem solving, communication and collaboration alongside subjectspecific knowledge. Personally, you will have the chance to grow into a
global citizen and become a proud Hope graduate.

You will receive weekly emails from the PVC Student Life and Learning about
University matters, but you will also hear from you tutors about matters to do
with your course.

University email
Every student is given a University email. This is the main way in which the
University will contact you once term begins. You should check your Hope
email daily for updates from the University and your tutors. This is particularly
important during the Covid-19 crisis, as we may need to contact you quickly.
Your student email address is your Liverpool Hope student ID number followed
by @hope.ac.uk eg. 10101234@hope.ac.uk

Text messages
During the Covid-19 crisis, we may also contact you by text message to ensure
you have the most up-to-date information about the University’s Covid-19
status. Please make sure when you register that you give us an up-to-date
mobile phone number if you have one. If you don’t have a mobile phone, please
don’t worry, we will find another way to contact you.

MyHope
MyHope is where you will access most of the University resources. You can
access it through the Student Gateway on the website. In MyHope you will find:
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•

Your University email

•

Your timetable for the academic year

•

The Student Record Management System. This is where you register as a
student and where you can view your student record

•

The virtual learning environment Moodle.

In 2020, we hope to be able to offer you some face-to-face teaching, but given
the restriction relating to social distancing and occupancy of buildings, you will
find that some of your sessions may be delivered through an online platform. We
use Moodle as our Virtual Learning Environment and in most cases Zoom for our
online sessions.

Moodle
Moodle is Liverpool Hope University’s Virtual Learning Environment. It is your
online space to learn, connect and find all the course resources you need to
support your studies. Once you access Moodle, all the study blocks you are
registered for will be listed in the ‘My Courses’ tab. If your tutor/lecturer says
to look for something on Moodle, this is where you should look. Any pre-reading
or activities related to each timetabled session will be on Moodle. It is important
that you arrive prepared and ready to be an active participant.

Zoom
We use Zoom as a video conferencing service that allows your tutor/lecturer to
deliver a lecture, seminar or workshop online. Your tutor/lecturer will provide you
with an online link in advance that you need to click on to join. To help you with
your University timetable, you can sync your Zoom meetings with your chosen
calendar.

Your timetable
You will find your timetable in MyHope. It is vital that you fully understand how,
where and when you will be studying for each timetabled session. Please check
that your timetable is complete and that you understand the difference between
face to face and online sessions. Don’t worry if you don’t know where the
classrooms are, we will give you a map and a tour when you arrive on campus.
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Term dates
The University year is scheduled in three 8-week terms. This is designed to
spread your learning evenly and it allows us to stagger the start dates for each
level, so we can reduce the numbers of students on campus at any one time. You
can access the full term dates on the University’s website:
www.hope.ac.uk/gateway/academiccalendars

Reflective weeks
Reflective weeks are designed to give you the opportunity to undertake tasks
set by your tutors, which complement your learning and form part of your
assessment for the year. You should assume that you will need to be on campus
to access the resources of the University or to work with your fellow students
to complete these tasks. Your tutors will provide further details on what they
require of you during these weeks at the start of the academic year.

UNIVERSITY LIFE
Hope Social is at the heart of Liverpool Hope’s social scene, and brings
together the diverse range of events and activities happening on and off
campus each month. These activities are run by the Students’ Union,
Chaplaincy, Student Development and Wellbeing, and student clubs and
societies.
We want you to have a great university experience, so we have a whole host of
activities planned for the first term. Most of which we plan to also live stream
in case you don’t want to be too close to other people. We have something for
everyone - from clubs and societies, to Big Shop Bingo - and we are always
looking for new ideas.
To keep up to date with what’s going on, follow Hope Social:
HopeSocialLiverpool
@HopeSocialLiverpool

Students’ Union
Hope is very proud of its Students’ Union and particularly its
Sabbatical Officers, who are your elected representatives.
Your Sabbatical Officers for this year are:
President
Harry Pearce | General and Education Enquiries | e: pres@hope.ac.uk
Vice President Sports and Activities
Oliver Smith | Activities and Sports Enquires | e: vpressanda@hope.ac.uk
Vice President Welfare and Community
Sally Wills | Well Being and Welfare Enquiries | e: vpreswelfare@hope.ac.uk
The Students’ Union is responsible for a wide range of matters, including the
University’s clubs and societies, student advice and representation, and student
campaigns.
You can find the Students’ Union in the Lecture Theatre Complex.
12
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USEFUL CONTACTS
Please note that prior to 14th September 2020, you should use email rather
than telephone to contact the following departments. Staff are returning to
campus in stages, and prior to this date they may not be at their desks to
respond to phone calls.
Accommodation
T: 0151 291 3434
E: accommodation@hope.ac.uk

Learning Support/Disability (SDW)
T: 0151 291 3427
E: sdw@hope.ac.uk

Careers (SDW)
T: 0151 291 3427
E: hub@hope.ac.uk

Library
T: 0151 291 2000
E: askalibrarian@hope.ac.uk

Chaplaincy
T: 0151 291 3545
E: chaplaincy@hope.ac.uk

Residential Life
E: residentiallife@hope.ac.uk

Counselling/Mental Health (SDW)
T: 0151 291 3427
E: sdw@hope.ac.uk
Employability Hub
T: 0151 291 2032
E: hub@hope.ac.uk

Student Finance/Funds
T: 0151 291 3339/3666
E: studentfunds@hope.ac.uk or
financequeries@hope.ac.uk

Gateway Service Desk
T: 0151 291 3813
E: gateway@hope.ac.uk

Students’ Union
T: 0151 291 3871
E: union@hope.ac.uk

International Hub
T: 0151 291 3295
E: internationalhub@hope.ac.uk

Welfare & Well-being (SDW)
T: 0151 291 3427
E: sdw@hope.ac.uk

IT Services
T: 0151 291 2100
E: itshelp@hope.ac.uk
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Student Administration/Registrar
T: 0151 291 3331
E: administration@hope.ac.uk
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11 Sep 2020
Dear All
This is my regular Friday email. Welcome to any new students who have joined Hope this
week and hello to all of you who have been with me over the last few weeks/months.
Things are definitely moving quickly now. As you will all be aware the Government has made
a number of announcements this week which have changed a lot of aspects of our lives. We
are currently amending our plans again to ensure that we comply with the new requirements
as you arrive at the University.
Just to be clear we are opening as planned on the dates which you have already received.
(You can find the term dates here if you need them). You will all have online induction
sessions scheduled on your timetable which will allow you to meet up with your academic
subjects prior to the formal start of term to hear about the plans for the year and to ask
questions.
Timetables:
At the moment all courses have some face to face sessions scheduled. To be clear, the
proportion of face to face versus online varies between levels and subjects of study. The
allocation of sessions to online and face to face study is also obviously subject to alteration as
both local and national Government guidelines continue to change. The new arrangements
mean that we are adjusting some teaching sessions again, but you should have your
timetables with these amendments included, by the end of next week for Undergraduates
and the week after for Postgraduates. (The exception is if you are on the PGCE or PGDE in
which case, because you start next week, you should have already received your timetable
which you can see through MyHope. If you have not received it please contact the Gateway
team gateway@hope.ac.uk and the team will help you). When you get your timetable please
check carefully which sessions are online and which are actually being delivered on campus.
Additional arrangements for safety:
When you are on campus you will see that we have put a range of precautions in place to
keep you as safe as possible on campus. There are one way systems in the corridors, dedicated
entry and exit points from buildings, lots of hand sanitiser stations and much more. As the
start of term comes closer you will receive further guidance /information from the University
to make this clearer. You will be required to wear a face covering in all indoor public areas
unless you are exempt from doing so. You will receive your Hope face coverings when you
arrive on campus. You will also receive a lanyard and holder for your ID card which you are
expected to wear at all times. If you are exempt from wearing a face covering you can request
a different colour lanyard to indicate this to others if you wish.
We are also keen to reduce congestion in the corridors as much as possible. For this reason
we are staggering the start and finish times of face to face sessions. You will find that sessions
have been timetabled normally in the system, but in reality they will start and finish on a
staggered basis. Rooms with even numbers will start on the hour and finish at 10 minutes to
the hour whereas sessions in odd numbered rooms will start at 15 minutes past the hour and
end at 5 minutes past the hour This will allow for transit of students to be less congested.
When you get your timetable please check the number of your teaching room and ensure
that you understand when the session will start and finish. There will also be a sign on each
classroom door to confirm the start time of sessions in that room. Lecture Theatre A counts
as even, so starts on the hour and Lecture Theatres B and C count as odd, so start at 15
minutes past the hour.

PGCE/PGDE students:
Your tutors are looking forward to welcoming you next week and for those of you living in the
halls of residence, the team are ready to welcome you tomorrow. I hope that you enjoy your
course and your experience at Hope, please let you tutors know of anything which we can do
to help.
New students:
I know this is a really big moment in your lives. Coming to University is normally an exciting,
slightly scary and joyous experience. I hope that we can offer you a different but equally
exciting start to your studies. The SU and the hopesocial team have lots in place to keep you
entertained in the first few weeks. If you have any worries at all about the start of term
please email the gateway team gateway@hope.ac.uk and they will make sure your issue gets
passed to the right person to help you.
Returning students:
I don't know how many emails I have sent you but I think it might be quite a lot now! I might
have said some of this too many times...but anyway, those of you who have already had a
progression result should have had a registration task through your SRM this week and so
should have been able to register. I can see that lots of you have done this. If you are in this
group and have not received a task please let the gateway team know and they will follow it
up for you. If you submitted work for the 21 August deadline then your profile will go to the
assessment board on Monday and your results will be published on Thursday next week.
Good luck to all of you, but particularly to those of you waiting for degree results. If you are
in this group and are waiting to progress, your registration task should be released after your
result is published.
If you still have outstanding work to submit, the Board will publish your final deadlines on
Thursday.
Students who are vulnerable or very vulnerable or who are very anxious about the return
to campus:
If you have not done so already please complete the relevant form in your SRM - a member
of staff from Student Development and Wellbeing will be in touch to give you support. If you
can't find the form you can email them directly SDW@hope.ac.uk

So, quite a lengthy email today, but I am keen for you to have all of the information that you
might need.
Next week you will start to get the more formal bulletins as well, but I will keep sending my
ramblings in hope that they are helpful!
I am thinking of you all.
Best wishes
Penny

18 September 2020
Dear All

I hope that you are all OK. It is difficult hearing the news that the virus continues to
spread. We were hoping that by the start of the academic year things would be very
different, but as a community we need to continue to stay positive, to focus on our
educational commitment and to look forward to better times.
You will be aware that there are a significant number of cases across the northwest
and that the Government is imposing some additional restrictions for this area. I
know that this is a worrying situation for everyone, however, the message from the
Government is clear that we should continue to keep the University open and
continue to start the academic year for courses as planned. We are therefore
intending to start term on the published dates (not forgetting the online inductions the
week before) and to expect you to arrive at the halls of residence as planned.
As I have described before, we have put a range of mitigations in place to ensure
that the Liverpool campuses are as covid secure as possible. The Colleges in
Blackburn and Bury have also done a huge amount of work to secure theirs. The
PGCE and PGDE students have been on the Hope Park campus for the first time
this week. This has gone smoothly and I am grateful to all of you who are in those
cohorts for following the requirements in terms of social distancing, face coverings,
one way systems and ID cards etc. We are also making a few tweaks to our
arrangements in response to your experiences and feedback - thankyou for this.
Timetables:
Those of you who have registered should have received your timetables today. You
will see that we have scheduled a mix of online and face to face sessions. Everyone
on an undergraduate course should have some face to face sessions. Those of you
on postgraduate courses have a variety of arrangements dependent on your
discipline.
The timetables as they have been published, are an interim arrangement which we
will keep under review on a regular basis. If the situation eases later in the term we
may be able to add some more face to face activity and if it gets more serious we
may need to go further online. We are fully prepared for either eventuality. We are
required to take guidance from the Director of Public Health about the
appropriateness of our plan and to respond if he asks Universities to change their
arrangements. I hope that you will all try to be present for the face to face sessions
because I think it is an important part of building relationships with your tutors and
fellow students. Where it is not safe for you to do this we will provide online
alternatives.
Results for Graduating and Continuing Students:
Those of you who had extensions over the Summer should have received results
yesterday. Congratulations to those of you who received a degree or a progression
result - you all did really well and I am proud of the way you have been persistent in
completing your studies. If you still have assignments to do or you need to do further

study please stick with it and ask for support if you need it. Your school or
department administrative office is the best place to approach. You should do this by
email. If you don't know how to reach them you can email the
Gateway Team gateway@hope.ac.uk and they will pass the message on.
Registration:
If you received results yesterday your Registration task will be sent to your SRM
early next week. If you have a further extension but are likely to progress, we will
also send a task for you to register. Just be aware that you will need to complete the
outstanding work by the deadline set.
Student Commitment:
In a normal year the start of term for students is a big event for the City of Liverpool.
The arrival of lots of new students into the City is a moment of celebration. I
remember arriving in Liverpool as a student (a very long time ago!) and instantly
feeling the warmth of the welcome. We are very conscious however, amongst some
in the City, that there is understandable concern about the start of the new term and
the influx of lots of new students to all of the higher education institutions. To this end
we have worked with our sister Universities to issue a pledge from the Universities
and their students to reassure the City that we all understand the concerns that we
will all be as respectful as we can of others' health and safety. During next week a
version of this pledge will arrive in your SRM in the form of the Hope Student
Commitment. This also lists your various responsibilities as a student whilst on
campus. We are asking every student to read this and to agree to it through the task
on the SRM.
Graduation:
Obviously today's announcement raises questions about the Graduation
ceremonies planned for later in the Autumn. We are currently reviewing the
situation on a regular basis. As soon as a decision is made I will share it with you. I
really want to be able to congratulate you all personally at a ceremony but we need
to ensure that we follow Government advice.
Support:
If you are feeling anxious about the return to campus or you have any health related
concerns you should contact Student Development and Wellbeing sdw@hope.ac.uk.
They will be able to give you advice or arrange support sessions if you need it. If you
have other queries please email the Gateway team gateway@hope.ac.uk who will
be pleased to help.
am really looking forward to seeing you all as you arrive at campus, it has been
lovely to have the PGCEs on site this week - it makes such a difference. I know that
coming to campus is challenging in the light of today's announcement, particularly for
those of you who are coming for the first time, but please be assured that we
want you to feel confident and to enjoy your time at Hope.
I

Look after yourselves.
Best wishes
Penny

22nd September 2020
Dear all
The situation with Covid-19 continues to change across the country and on a
daily basis. As you are aware, the position in the Northwest, Northeast, parts of the
Midlands and some other places in the UK is particularly difficult at present; but the
R rate in the whole country is far too high.
We are keeping a very close watch on the situation both nationally and locally. At
this time we feel we need to respond, in a measured way, to the latest developments
to ensure the safety of all of our students and of our staff.
Most of you have already received your timetables, which are populated with a
mixture of online and face to face teaching. Given the situation at present we have
decided that we will on a temporary basis, reduce the amount of face to face still
further. This is on the basis of the need for increased safety of each and every
member of the Hope community. This is not how we wanted to start the academic
year, but we are making these changes in the interests of the public good. I want to
be absolutely clear that this is a temporary, short term change and as soon as we
are certain that it is safe to do so we will reinstate more face to face sessions for all
cohorts.
The arrangements set out below relate to teaching. The halls of residence are open
and students are already starting to arrive. The resources of the University such as
the use of computers, open air sports facilities, support services, libraries and wi-fi
are all available to you. The campuses have been prepared and we are taking every
precaution we can.
I would be grateful if you would read the details below very carefully to ensure that
you understand what will happen with your studies. These arrangements are in place
up to and including w/c 26 October at which point they will be reviewed. Face to face
teaching will increase or be fully restored when it is safe to do so, but all your
lectures, seminars and tutorials will be delivered as timetabled:

First Year (Level C) and Third Year (Level H) Students:
w/c 28 September
All teaching online.
w/c 5, 12, 19, 26 October.
Subjects using specialist space (Initial Teacher Training, Social Work, Drama,
Dance, Music, Nutrition, Sport & Exercise Science, Sport and PE, Sport Psychology,
Sport Rehab, Psychology, Geography, Environmental Science, Tourism, Tourism
Management, Fine Art, Design, Graphic design, Human Biology, Clinical Nutrition):
Lectures and tutorials online.
Seminars (practical sessions /workshops/performance studio work) face to
face.
All fieldwork will be virtual.

Subjects using non-specialist space (all subjects not listed above):
All lectures, seminars and tutorials online.

Foundation Year (Level F) Students,
Induction week w/c 28 September
All teaching online.
w/c 5, 12, 19, 26 October.
Subjects using specialist space (Foundations in Visual Art, Foundations in Music,
Foundations in Performance, Creative and Study Skills:
Lectures and tutorials online.
Seminars (practical sessions /workshops/performance studio work) face to
face.
Subjects using non-specialist space (all subjects not listed above):
All lectures, seminars and tutorials online.

Second Year (Level I) Students:
Term starts w/c 19 October. w/c 19 and 26 October will be online (except in
specialist subjects identified above where there may be some face to face teaching).
Subsequent weeks will be reviewed at the same time as arrangements for the other
cohorts.
PGCE/PGDE Students:
All arrangements remain unchanged.
Students in Network of Hope Colleges (Bury, Blackburn, St Helens):
All sessions will be online.
Postgraduate Taught (Masters) and Integrated Masters courses:
These will generally remain as currently scheduled. Your course leader will contact
you if this is changed at a local level.
Postgraduate Research students:
You should continue to work online for the present time.

I know that this news is probably disappointing, but the changes are, hopefully, for a
short time and are for the greater good. It is essential that we keep all of you and the
staff of the University as safe as possible. Your timetable will be changed to reflect
these revised arrangements. You should check it at the end of the week to make
sure you know what is happening next week. Please make sure that you know how
to access your online sessions. If this is not clear you should ask your tutor. Please
be aware that we will reinstate more face to face teaching as quickly as we can when
it is safe to do so. We will review the arrangements on a very regular basis.

For those of you arriving in residences this weekend, arrangements are in place to
welcome you as planned. At the present time there are no restrictions on travel
across the UK. You will receive an additional email from the Head
of Residential Life, Dr Bignold who will make sure you have all the information you
need. It is really important that you join others in your hall so that we operationalise
residential bubbles to keep you as safe as possible.
If you have any questions you should email the Gateway
team gateway@hope.ac.uk The staff there will make sure that all of your queries are
answered.
Look after yourselves and your families
Best wishes
Penny Haughan

25 September 20
Dear All
I hope that you are looking after yourselves and your families.I'm sure that we all
agree that we never expected to be in this position at the start of the academic year.
We were all hopeful that once September came, the situation would be much
improved. That is obviously not the case and so we need to find ways to work
together to start the new term. Our first concern is for your safety. We want to work
with you to prevent the spread of the virus through the University community and
beyond. We also want to ensure that you have a good experience at Hope and to
make sure that you can continue your studies during this difficult time.
There are lots of things that I want to fill you in on. I am going to ask you to bear with
me, because some of these items are relevant to all but many are specific to
individual groups.
Safety measures:
First of all, I want to talk about safety and protecting yourself and others. Some of
you are living on campus, some of you are in private accommodation and some of
you are still at home. Wherever you will be for the start of term, please be rigorous in
following the Government safety guidance; we need to prevent the spread of the
virus wherever you are. You should wear your face covering where you are required
to do so, keep washing and sanitising your hands and your surroundings and avoid
socialising in groups outside your household bubble. We would like those of you who
are to be taught at Hope Park or the Creative Campus whether now or in the next
few weeks, to download the Safe Zone app which you have received information
about by email. This will help us with tracing on campus and will allow us to help our
NHS colleagues when they approach us about individual cases. Regardless of
where you are studying (and this specifically includes students in the Network of
Hope Colleges) you should download the NHS track and trace app as well.
It is really important that we identify any covid cases amongst our student and staff
population, so if you start experiencing symptoms please contact our Covid Control
Team through the email covid@hope.ac.uk as quickly as possible. Please do not
wait until you have a positive test result to do this. The team will provide you with
information and advice.
Halls of residence:
Some of you are already in our halls of residence and some are due to arrive in the
next few days. Please do your best to follow the rules we have put in place, they are
there for your safety. We want you to have a good time - moving away from home for
the first time is a significant moment and we want you to enjoy it. Under these
circumstances, however, we need you to think carefully about what you are doing to
ensure that you are not putting yourself or others at risk. For those of you who are
due to arrive in halls over the next few days, we are really looking forward to your
arrival, Dr Bignold and her team of Senior Resident tutors are ready and waiting for
you. I hope I will also meet some of you over the weekend.
I know that some of you are concerned about a recent comment by a member of the
Government about students having to stay in halls over Christmas. At the moment of
course, we do not know what is round the corner, but we will do everything we can to

ensure that you go home to your families when teaching is finished and Christmas is
approaching.
Timetables:
I am aware that a few of you are still missing timetables. This is because we have
had to change them again as a result of the changes we have made this week. The
timetablers are working as quickly as they can to get these to you.
ID Cards for new Students:
I have also heard that some of you are concerned that if you are not having on site
classes you will not be able to have an ID card. Please don't worry, we can sort this
out. If you are a resident student you will be given your card when you arrive over
the weekend. If you are living in Liverpool but not in halls, you will be able to collect
your card from the Gateway desk (for students normally taught on Hope Park or a
mixture of Hope Park and the Creative Campus) or the Creative Campus reception
(for students normally taught only at the Creative Campus). These will be available
as soon as you have attended your first online teaching session. If you are not going
to be on campus for a while we will find another way to get your card to you in the
near future. Students at Network of Hope Colleges will receive their card from the
relevant college.
Foundation and First Year (Level C) students:
Next week you will attend the University Commencement ceremony which is the
formal occasion at which we welcome you to the University. Please check that you
can see this on your timetable. You will be sent a link through your Moodle first thing
on Monday morning explaining how you get access to this. Please try to attend. It is
a really important moment in your life at Hope.
Also, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday afternoons next week you will be given
access to a development session from a range of Liverpool Hope support teams.
Please also make sure that you attend this session on one of these days, depending
on when your timetable permits. Again you will be sent a link though your Moodle
early next week.
Social Activities:
The Student Union and the HopeSocial teams have worked together to put on a
range of activities throughout next week. You can find out about these through the
HopeSocial and HopeSU social media channels, alternatively go to the HopeSU
website and you will be able to click through to the details. Everyone, wherever you
are studying, is welcome to attend these events, many of which are online.
Teaching:
You will have all received my note about changes to teaching schedules. This affects
all students, wherever you are studying. I just want to emphasise that these changes
are a temporary response to the current covid situation in the city and the wider
northwest. We will be reviewing these teaching patterns on a regular basis and as
soon as it is safe to do so we will be discussing reintroducing some face to face
sessions.

These are challenging times and sometimes it is easy to get overwhelmed or
anxious. If you need support the Student Development and Wellbeing team will be
able to help you. You can email them at sdw@hope.ac.uk. If you have general
queries the Gateway team will be able to help you gateway@hope.ac.uk.
I will be thinking of you all over the next few days. Please look after yourselves and
your loved ones.
Best wishes
Penny Haughan

